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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM

Dear All!

We are pleased to release the Sixty Seventh issue (New Year Issue) of “What’s

Up? @ St John’s!” magazine today.

We theme the magazine with green and red to celebrate the spirit of

Christmas and New Year. We wish the St. John’s family a very happy, healthy and a

prosperous New Year 2023.

We successfully published 12 issues in the year 2022. As we say Goodbye to

the year 2022, the magazine presents to you all the important updates as a brief

recap of 2022.

Apart from our usual sections of Quotable Osler, medicine this month, story

of medicine, we have a lot of updates for you. We narrate an interesting story of

Soumya who survived from her debilitating pain as a result of meticulous care in the

section of Survivor’s corner. We have an interesting book review by Dr. Bobby Joseph

(Professor, Head, Department of Community Health).

Please feel free to communicate with us to publish your achievements.

Feedback on any section of the magazine is welcome. We are happy to evolve to

meet the needs of our beloved readers. Happy Reading!!

Editorial Team
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

Candy Christmas tree – in front of 
Dean’s office (January 2022)

73rd Republic Day Celebration 26th

January 2022

World Leprosy Day – Poster 
Competition, 30th Jan 2022

World Cancer Day, 
4th February 2022

World Epilepsy Day,
14th February 2022 
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

International Childhood Cancer Day, 
24th February 2022

Mr. Ashwathnarayana, Postman of 
St. John’s, whom our team 

interviewed in Feb 2022

A Skit for World Tuberculosis Day, 
23rd March 2022. 

‘Invest to end TB, Save Lives’Hand Art done on World Down 
Syndrome day by children on 26th

March 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

World Histotechnologists Day,
10th March 2022

Graduation Ceremony
St. John’s College of Nursing

11th March 2022

Inauguration and Blessing of New 
Super-Specialty OPD
16th March 2022

World Kidney Day
10th March 2022

Lamp Lighting Ceremony
St. John’s College of Nursing

11th March 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

SAHAYA – A centre for Assistive 
Devices was inaugurated on 

16th  March 2022

International Women’s Day in College 
of Nursing on 8th March 2022

World Hand Hygiene Day on 5th

May 2022

World Down’s Syndrome Day was observed in Unit of Hope on 26th March 2022

Celebrating National Pathology Day 
on 13th April 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

Annual Sports Meet of SJCON, 10th May 2022

International Nurses’ Day, 12th May 2022

Farewell to Rev. Fr. Jesudoss Rajamanickam the Outgoing Associate Director of Finance 
and Rev. Fr. Tony A.J, MSFS was installed as the New Associate Director of Finance and 

Treasurer of the CBCI Society for Medical Education on 31st May 2022. 
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

4th Annual Research Day, 13th May 2022

World Thalassemia Day 21st May 2022

World Lupus Day on 9th May 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

Retinoblastoma Awareness Program, 30th May 2022
World No Tobacco Day on 

31st May 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

International Yoga Day and Yoga Week 
13th to 21st June 2022

Campus Day – Sports
22nd and 23rd June 2022

Laying of the Foundation Stone of 
120 Bedded St. John’s Medical 

College Hospital at Brigade 
Meadows 17th June 2022

Campus Day – Cultural Events
24th June 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

St. John’s Manna
29th June 2022

Laying of the Foundation Stone 
of St. John’s Geriatric Centre

27th June 2022

The world zoonoses day, 6th July 
2022. The poster which won prize in 

the competition. 

World Breast 
feeding Week

1st to 7th August 
2022

CONTENTS
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

The Annual Convocation 2022 of the 
Institute of Allied Health Sciences

17th August 2022

76th Independence Day 
Celebration 15th August 2022

Autumn Muse 2022

World Patient Safety Week (12th 
– 15th September  2022)

World Suicide 
Prevention Day
10th September 2022 

CONTENTS
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

World Alzheimer’s Day  21st September 2022

Childhood Cancer Awareness Month – September 2022

The blessing of the renovated 
College of Nursing building was 

conducted on 23rd September 2022 The St. John’s Toolkit for Medical 
Postgraduate Wellbeing 

28th September 2022
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A Brief Recap 2022 (in eyes of the magazine!)… 

Blessing Ceremony and Inauguration:
St John’s Tobacco Cessation Clinic 

17th October 2022

Breast Cancer Awareness 
Program 

4th and 8th November 2022

World Antimicrobial Awareness 
Week  . November 18 To 24th 2022

All Souls Day was celebrated on 
November 2nd at the Eternal Grove
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Updates this month… 

Every mother is special, and this book is about such an exceptional
mother whose memories, Dr Jyothi Idiculla has penned. Her mother
Elizabeth Matthai Idiculla was the first CBI Special Judge for Kerala and her
bold landmark judgement against the CBI is quoted, even today. She has
also held office as the President of the Kerala Wing of The Indian Federation
of Women Lawyers. Description of her life spanning over 9 decades, is
interspersed with the socio-cultural transitions in Kerala, especially among
Syrian Christian women. Apart from being an exemplar mother,
grandmother, she has made an indelible mark with her professional
excellence and impeccable integrity. The book also has a painting of the
Travancore King Marthanda Varma by Dr Rakesh Ramesh..

A Book By Dr Jyothi Idiculla
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Acknowledgement: Dr. Jyothi Idiculla, 
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Updates this month… 

Dr.Rajkiran Raju S, Assistant professor, Paediatric Surgery and his
team was awarded 2nd Prize for the H.S Subrahmanyam memorial video
Clip Contest conducted by the Department of Psychiatry, SJMCH as a part
of “World Mental Health Day” celebrations with theme “Mental Health
matters”.

This video clip was the result of conceptualization, execution and
dramatization aimed to highlight the Mental Stress and Burnout among
young doctors. The team consisted of George Antony(2nd MBBS), Drs. Jobin
Pathrose and Anushka Nair(Junior residents- Paediatric Surgery) and Drs.
Venkatesh Prassanna and Chetan P- Senior residents- Paediatric Surgery)
and Dr.Rajkiran(Faculty).

The award was presented on 26th November 2022 during the
Valedictory function of CME on faculty training in postgraduate psychiatry,
conducted at the Pope Paul Auditorium, SJMCH.

.

26th November 2022

Department of Psychiatry
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Updates this month… 

St. John’s Tobacco Control Committee initiated the first Tobacco
Advocacy Program at Muthanallur Village, Anekal on 29th November 2022.
We first, conducted an awareness program at Nethaji High School,
Muthanallur, Bommasandra. The program was attended by students,
teachers, and the Headmaster of 8th, 9th & 10th standard. The program
consisted of an introduction by Dr.B.Ramakrishna Goud (Professor, Dept of
Community Medicine, SJMC), later we had a street play by the St. John’s
College of Nursing students and NSS 2nd BSc Nursing students who
educated them about the harmful effects of the tobacco, second-hand
smoking and its impact on the environment.

In the end, Dr. Johnson Pradeep (Associate Professor of Psychiatry)
and Dr. Chitra V (Assistant Professor of Pulmonary Medicine) had an
interactive session with the students and teachers about the harmful effects
of Tobacco. In the end, all the students and teachers took the WHO pledge
to not start using any tobacco products, stay away from second-hand
smoking, be a positive role model for family and friends and encourage
them to never start or quit any tobacco products. Later, we conducted a
similar programme for the Women Self Help Group at Muthanallur. We had
an interactive session and the women participated in the programme
effectively.

29th November 2022
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Updates this month… 

They even asked a lot of questions and we clarified them. The
program ran well and ended with an enthusiastic response from the
students, teachers and women’s self-help group for carrying the WNTD
message forward. Dr.Johnson Pradeep and Dr.Goud thanked Dr. Smita
Deshpande for their support and encouragement. We would like to thank
WHO (SEARO) for funding us for this programme and the Anekal
Panchayath office for the administrative permissions.
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Updates this month… 

St. John’s Tobacco Control Committee initiated the Second Tobacco
Advocacy Program at Handenahalli Village, Anekal on 9th December 2022.
We conducted an awareness programme at Gram Panchayat Handenahalli,
Sarjapura, Anekal taluk. The program was attended by Gram Panchayat,
Vice President and their members, Government Primary and High School
Teachers, Anganwadi Workers, Asha Workers, and Self-help groups. The
program consisted of an introduction by Dr. Paramesh. S (Assistant
Professor, Department of Surgical Oncology, SJMC), who educated them
about the harmful effects of tobacco, second-hand smoking, and its effect
on the family, society, and the environment. In the end, all the Gram
Panchayat members, self-help groups, Anganwadi, and Asha workers
clarified their doubts with Dr. Paramesh. S and they took the WHO pledge
to avoid and quit Tobacco. The program was appreciated by all the
stakeholders. We would like to thank WHO (SEARO) for funding us for this
program and the Anekal Panchayath office for the administrative
permissions.

9th December 2022
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Updates this month… 

A webinar on Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD) and its

prevention was organised by the department of Community Health Nursing

on 29th November 2022 from 10 am to 12 pm. The program began with a

prayer song followed by the welcome address by Mrs.Deepa.S.Nair (Assoc

Professor, Head of Community Health Nursing Department).

The topic was introduced, and the theme opening was done by Dr.

Lakshmamma V.T (Principal, Kempegowda College of Nursing, Bangalore).

The 2nd session was taken by Mrs. Shofia Rani R (Principal of Viswa Sai

College of Nursing) on the risk factors of NCD. 3rd Session was by Dr.Shiji PJ

(Professor and Head of the Department of Community Health Nursing,

Father Muller, College of Nursing, Mangalore) on the Government

programs to prevent NCDs and the last session of the webinar was by Mrs.

Deepa.S. Nair on the nurses’ role in the prevention of NCDs.

The session ended with vote of thanks and St. John’s Anthem. 279

people attended the webinar 101 online and 178 offline including Faculty

and students from Kempe Gowda College of Nursing, Viswa Sai College of

Nursing, Father Muller College of Nursing and St. John’s College of Nursing.

Average Pre-test score was 78% and post-test score was 86%. The webinar

was graded as excellent by the participants.

29th November 2022

Acknowledgement: Dr. Reena 
Menon, Principal, SJCON
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Updates this month… 

Department of Clinical Hematology and Paediatric Hematology

Oncology have always felt that the people with haemophilia and their

families need comprehensive care services by a multidisciplinary team of

healthcare professionals with standard protocols of treatment guidelines.

The motto is to "Together we can make our community better" by

promoting physical and psychosocial health and quality of life while

decreasing morbidity / disability and mortality by intervening measures like

prevention of bleeding, long term management of joint and muscle

damage, and management of complications from treatment including

inhibitor development and transfusion-transmitted infections. St John’s has

the necessary infrastructure in the Unit of Hope currently headed by Dr

Binu T. Kurian, Professor of Orthopaedics.

30th November 2022
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Updates this month… 

Towards this, the Integration of Hemophilia services into the Unit of

Hope was formally inaugurated on 30th Nov 2022 by Mr. Cesar Garrido -

President World Federation of Hemophilia (WFH) Dr. Assad Haffar- Director,

Humanitarian Aid Program, WFH Ms. Salome Mekhuzla - Director, Global

Development, Mr. Harshal Kale - Regional Manager, South Asia & East Asia,

WFH in presence of Rev Dr. Paul Parathazham (Director, SJNAHS), Rev. Fr Tony

AJ (Associate Director Finance), Rev. Fr John Varghese (Associate Director

Hospital) and Rev. Fr. Charles Davis (Associate Director College), Dr. George D’

Souza (Dean, SJMC) and Dr. Arvind Kasturi (Chief of Medical Services).
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Updates this month… 

A morbidity clinic was organized by the Dept of Community Health

Nursing as part of the requirement of 1st year MSc Nursing Advanced

concepts posting in Marenahalli Bande area on 30th November 2022. The

area is a remote segment with most of the inhabitants being quarry

workers. The program began with an inauguration, Mr. Shankarappa the

village leader, Brother James Antony Director of BIRDS, Dr. Merlyn Tutor

from the Dept of Community Medicine, Mrs. Deepa. S. Nair (Head,

Department of Community Health Nursing), Anganwadi Teacher Mrs.

Mariam & Dr. Merlyn was the Doctor in charge of the clinic attended the

function. 27 patients attended the camp.

30th November 2022

Acknowledgement: Dr. Reena 
Menon, Principal, SJCON
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Updates this month… 

“World AIDS day” was observed on 1st Dec 2022 with a health
education program in the OPD Foyer of SJMCH conducted by 4th year B.Sc.
nursing students. This year the theme released by WHO was “Equalize”.
The students educated the public on awareness about HIV, its causes, signs
& symptoms, diagnosis, management and importance of community
strengthening to end the stigma related to HIV / AIDS., through a skit,
mime, street play and exhibition. Dr. Savitha Sebastian (Nodal officer, ART
centre) was the guest of honour. Dr. Uma Devi (Medical officer, ART centre)
also addressed the gathering. Rev. Fr. John Varghese (Associate Director
Hospital), Dr. Arvind Kasthuri (Chief of Medical Services), Prof. Reena
Menon (Principal, St. John’s College of Nursing) & Dr. Sr. Prasada (Vice
Principal, SJCON – UG) graced the program with their presence.

1st December 2022
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Updates this month… 

Dr.Johnson Pradeep. R (Associate Professor), Dr. Divya Hegde
(Assistant Professor), and Dr. Bhuvanaeshwari. B (Lecturer, Psychiatric
Social work) from the Department of Psychiatry presented a symposium on
the above topic at the 2nd Annual national conference of the Addiction
Psychiatry society of India, held at NIMHANS on 2nd December 2022. Dr.
Divya Hegde presented on the new concept of the De-Humanization
Experiences in People with Severe Alcohol Use Disorders in the Indian
Context. Dr.Johnson Pradeep presented on the Dehumanizing Experiences
– Perspectives of People with Severe Alcohol Use Disorders based on an
in-depth interview. Dr.Bhuvanaeshwari. B presented the Dehumanizing
Experiences – caregivers’ perspectives among People with Severe Alcohol
Use Disorders based on an in-depth interview. This study was funded by
the Institutional Ethics Committee based on a competitive grant. A large
number of participants attended the session online and onsite and asked
interesting questions.

2nd December 2022

De-Humanization Experiences in People with Severe Alcohol Use Disorders

in the Indian Context (Re-Humanization Project)
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Updates this month… 

An Anganwadi program was organized by the MSc Nursing 1st year
students on 2nd December 2022 from 10 am to 12 Noon as part of their
Advanced concepts postings in Marenahalli Bande. 15 children and 10
mothers attended the program. Students conducted a health check-up and
took anthropometric measurements and organized a health education
program on well balanced diet and prevention of worm infestation. A
nutrition demo was done on Hyderabad mixture and green gram kheer.

2nd December 2022

Acknowledgement: Dr. Reena 
Menon, Principal, SJCON
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Updates this month… 

2nd And 3rd December 2022

Dr. Deepthi N Shanbhag from Department of Community Health was
awarded best presentation award in the International Conference on Clinical
innovations held in PES UNIVERSITY. The topic presented was ‘Improving
access of children with disabilities to services using Tele-rehabilitation during
COVID-19: Experience of a tertiary care hospital.’
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Updates this month… 

3rd December 2022

On World Disability Day, faculty who worked towards empowering the
differently abled were felicitated by the members of various disability groups at
Mugalur. This included Rev. Dr. J. Charles Davis (Associate Director College), Dr.
Bobby Joseph (Professor and Head, Community Medicine), Ms. Sandhya and
Dr. Rathna (Medical Social Workers, Community Medicine department) and Ms.
Nischitha R Rao (Department of Physiotherapy).
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Updates this month… 

International Day of Persons with Disability was celebrated on Dec
7th, 2022 in Mugalur. The program was conducted in collaboration with
Dept of Community Health and the 3 Trusts of Persons with Disability from
Mugalur, Lakkur and Billapura. The function was graced by Rev. Fr. Charles
Davis (Associate Director college) and Dr Bobby Joseph (Prof and Head,
Dept of Community Health) along with staff members of DOCH
(Department of Community Health) and CHTC (Community Health Training
Centre) Mugalur. The main highlights of the function were competitions
for persons with disability, cultural program and felicitations. The function
was well attended by more than 200 people from different rural areas.

7th December 2022
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Updates this month… 

11th December 2022

Dr. Rincy Devaraj, Department of Ophthalmology, won student of the
year award during Ophthalmology conference (KOSCON 2022) held at Hubli. She
was thankful to the HOD and all the faculties in her department for their
constant support and encouragement. We congratulate her on this
achievement!!

CONTENTS
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Updates this month… 

Christmas celebration at St. John’s!!
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Updates this month… 

Christmas celebration at St. John’s!!
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St. John’s Medical College, Dept. of Physical education & sports has
conducted the coaching camp in our campus from 6th to 10th December for the
RGUHS Inter university Hockey team and has participated in the All India South
Zone Inter University Hockey tournament-2022-23.

Updates this month… SPORTS
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St. John’s Medical College, the HOD of Physical Education & Sports

has been a part along with south zone inter university hockey competition,

which held from 11th to 16th December 2022 at KSHA hockey stadium,

Bangalore. The event was hosted by Bangalore central university-

Bangalore.

Updates this month… SPORTS

34

Mr. Joel Roby, Mr. Sudhin Sunny, Mr. Jerin Benny, Dr. Jenson, Mr.

Jobin Joy, Mr. Naveen Patrick Raj of St. John’s Medical College Students

have Represented the RGUHS in the south zone inter university hockey

tournament.

St. John’s Medical College - Dept. Of physical education & sports has

conducted the sports activities for the 1st year MBBS batch of 2022 as part

of the foundation course.
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It is probably my imagination but I detected mixed emotions of
pain and pride when she spoke to me about the Mokama Sisters. Finding
religious vocations difficult to come by, the Medical Mission Sisters had
slowly been giving away their hospitals (in Bombay and Delhi) and had just
begun collaborating with the Mokama Sisters to run their hospital in Kurji.
Hence the pain of handing over and then the pride of handing over to the
Mokama Sisters.

St. John’s is particularly indebted to Sr. Mary Glowrey, who
founded the Catholic Hospitals (now Health) Association of India and we
have often heard of her contributions to the establishment of St. John’s
Medical College. We have heard of Sr. Anna Dengel who petitioned the
Vatican to establish, a hitherto prohibited, a religious congregation (the
above mentioned Medical Mission Sisters) for the service of the sick.

Book Review…

35

- Dr. Bobby Joseph (Professor, Head, 
Department of Community Health

It was a lazy Sunday
morning – lounging in bed reading
the news papers, when a book
review of the title “Sisters of
Mokama” caught my eye. I had the
book amazoned (or was it
flipkarted?) right away because I
was sure it would be an interesting
read. The “Mokama Sisters” have
been a bit of an exalted species for
me – I had an aunt (also a nun) who
had dedicated her working years in
the North of India for more than
fifty years. She was a pharmacist
with the Medical Mission Sisters at
the Kurji Holy Family Hospital.
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Less heard of are Carlo-Trancredi Barolo and Julia Falleti Barolo – a
married couple who founded the religious Congregation of the Sisters of
St. Ann of Providence – a brief history that I read about while scanning
through applications for Social Obligation Service Centres. So it seemed
like a windfall to read a whole book dedicated to the work of pioneering
ladies belong to the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth – Sisters of Mokama: the
pioneering women who brought hope and healing to India by Jyoti
Thottam published by Viking in 2022.

The author sets the tone for the book by devoting the first two
chapters to the political and social conditions of the time when the six
Sisters from the United States stepped on board ships that would
eventually reach them to India. The end of the second world war and the
movement towards independence in India are all quickly described.
Through the person of the missionary Marion Baston the prevailing
situation in Bihar and particularly in Mokama are set out. Therefore, the
next few chapters dealing with the travel of the nuns and their adventures
in reaching Mokama make for a fast-paced unputdownable reading. The
struggles faced by the Sisters in running their hospital in the face of
cholera and other ailments, the solace felt in the arrival of Dr. Eric Lazaro
(who dedicates a good part of his life to work at Mokama, before leaving
for the United States) are familiar stories one hears of in many other
missionary hospitals all over the country. Seventy years down the road is a
pretty long time – but for those of us who have worked in rural India and
worked for Sisters of different congregations, whether in over-served
Kerala or in under-served Assam – the anecdotes within the chapters will
bring a smile. I, for one, can vouch that no matter how much things have
changed, many things have remained the same. The narration of the
circumstances, trials and tribulations of the congregation will surely ring a
bell for many of us. I have no doubt that when our own young Sister
Doctors read the book they recollect having heard similar stories of the
pioneering nuns of their own congregations.

All in all, the book is a must read for the Johnite student and
faculty alike. For the student – it will give you a glimpse into the careers of
those who have dedicated themselves to the care of the underserved. For
the faculty (and I don’t mean to be prescriptive) – it will help in a some
small way in preparing our students for the two years of their Social
Obligation Service.

Book Review…
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Incidentally, Mokama is where Dr. Kavery Nambisan (renowned
author, Batch of 1965) worked after her return from the UK. Currently, we
have Dr. Tanisha Gulati (Batch of 2016) doing the first year of her Social
Obligation Service here. And, by the way, we have own Sisters of Mokama
on campus!

Book Review…

37

(L-R): Sr. Sheeli (Tutor, CoN); Sr. Jyothsna (MBBS Intern), Sr. Jessie Saldanha 
(Head of Pharmacy), Sr. Seema Kujur (1st Year MHA), Sr. Sabitha Pereira 

(1st MSc Nursing)

The next time you see any of them, give them a knowing smile and
ask “were you involved in the strike?”. And may be, for the first time, you
will see a Sister blush!!
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SURVIVOR’s CORNER

38

2

Caring for Soumya

I met Soumya 6 months ago as an in-patient seeking help for the severe
pain along her left leg and foot, after a skating accident where the ice skates
passed through her left foot. She was a lovely young woman, completely bed-
bound for over two years with excruciating pain even with the lightest of touch on
/around her left foot. I noticed that she became apprehensive and weary almost
simultaneously… as we entered her room and began our routine history taking
exercise…not unexpected I thought…what with her being disabled during the
youthful carefree period of her life …or was it just the jetlag...I wondered!

I remember, trying to understand the region of pain by examining the
normal foot, as she had indicated clearly that the affected leg and foot were out of
boundaries for examination. As I went about doing my best to make sense of her
condition….with due respect to her preferences, I noticed that the weariness in
the tone of her voice gradually gave way to gentle enquiries about our plans about
managing her pain….and if she could get back to skating….Did I catch a whiff of
hopefulness in her voice?

I learnt that she was a computer professional born and brought up at
Atlanta, USA. She had been a very adventurous girl right through her childhood
with ice-skating and flying planes as hobbies. Her experience with the accident
and the medical interventions and the disability thereafter had been a huge
trauma to her and the family. She was frustrated and had lost confidence and
hope for full recovery…when a close relative suggested trying out the care St.
John’s.

Our team explained and began to treat her condition as a chronic regional
pain syndrome, with neuropathic medications, neuroplasticity modulators and
regular analgesics, along with non-pharmacological interventions with trans-
cutaneous nerve stimulation given to the exact region on the opposite foot; and
immersion of the affected foot in water-bath maintained exactly at body
temperature. Physiotherapy was initiated from day 2 and Dr. Anil easily developed
a sound therapeutic relationship with Soumya, which was one incredible
contributor to her eventual recovery.
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SURVIVOR’s CORNER
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2

She responded early and exponentially. With her innate enthusiasm
rekindled, she began to limp to the nursing station of her ward asking and offering
help with what they were doing within a week of her starting medications and
interventions. By the 3rd week, she began to keep her foot down and began
marginal weight bearing and to walk slowly and move around. The excitement to
get back home and slowly go back to her regular hobbies enthralled and helped
her gain her lost faith. The recovery of function from then on was steady and swift
which allowed her to discharge and stay at the annex for follow-up. .

Treating Soumya was a challenge at many levels. She refused blood
investigations altogether. Such was the multi-causal dipping of the pain threshold
that she would cry pitiably even to a 24G cannula inserted under EMLA cream
cover, so much so that the recommended intervention of using subanaesthetic
parenteral ketamine infusion had to be abandoned from our armamentarium.
Similarly, the plastic surgery team could not get the ultrasound of the foot done
until 2.5 months later, due to her excruciating sensitivity. She was so keen to check
if her pain had disappeared altogether that she would discontinue prescribed
medications or modify their dose and land back at our OPD in pain.

True to her spirit, her expectations kept rising up….thank Grace for
that…initially it was to be pain free, then to stand on her feet.. then to jump up
and then…the toughest of all, was to be able to extend the left great toe up so she
could get back to skating. The final intervention of tenodesis of the extensor
hallucis longus was performed by Dr V Joseph from plastic surgery.

Soumya has since returned to Atlanta after a 6-month long sojourn here at
St. John’s. On the last day of parting, she became extremely emotional thinking
and reminiscing the times during her state of immobility and journey back to
recovery. When asked how she felt ‘It is so good to walk again’ she said simply….
and I could sense the depth of emotions in that one phrase!

Soumya and her family have left several sweet memories and we are
pretty sure that she is back at her favorite hobbies of flying planes, driving out in
the night and ice-skating to glory by now.
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SURVIVOR’s CORNER
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Contribution by the Pain and 
Palliative Medicine 

Department and Orthopaedic 
physiotherapy department, 
St. John’s Medical College 

hospital, Bengaluru 
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Continuous passive movement (CPM) was first developed by Salter in

1989. It was initially developed only to provide regular passive movements,

but with the help of further research - we know the reason behind its

effectiveness. In the 90s, there was a surge in demand for the use of CPM,

scientists believed that it reduces joint stiffness, pain, hospital stay, need for

manipulation under anaesthesia, and also improves Range of Motion (ROM).

Research on the effectiveness of CPM showed us that those claims are

questionable.

A Cochrane review conducted in 2014 concluded that these effects

are too small to justify its use, especially in cases of Total Knee Replacements

(TKR) where the CPM fails to significantly improve the knee joint range.

Another meta-analysis, 2019 concluded that there was a poor correlation

between CPM, ROM and functional outcomes, hence, there is inadequate

evidence to promote frequent use of CPM.

Use of CPM after an insult is said to induce and promote

chondrogenesis, control oedema and hematoma formation. Hence, it is said

to be effective at preventing joint stiffness during the acute stages of

recovery; other assumed benefits are controversial and not research-backed.

The application of CPM should be decided only by a Physical Therapist. The

Physical Therapists should carefully evaluate when to use it, the duration of

usage, and if CPM is required to improve the desired outcome. Unwarranted

use of CPM is not recommended.

The duration required for its effectiveness is not defined by

literature. The time squandered in the application of CPM can be used to

provide techniques that can increase the chances of a recovery.

To conclude - while CPM can be useful, it should be administered

only after careful consideration by a Physical Therapist.

Keep calm, and let Physical Therapist handle it. 
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CONTINUOUS PASSIVE MOVEMENTS (CPM)
What does the evidence say?

Physiotherapist Corner… 
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The clouds gather grey and dark, Tinges of dusky brown they mark.
Though ominous, they seem to portend, The sweltering heat’s dusty end.

A few big raindrops fall, Wetting earth in a sultry pall.
Raising steam from sun baked ground, Cool winds rush through the stillness 

around.

Rain pours forth in torrents, Causing rivulets with rapid currents.
A coolness fills the still air, Sweeping away the hot dust there.

As the fury of the storm ceases, Summer’s burden in all life eases.
Birds twitter in gay abandon, Crickets chirp a crescendo brazen.

A heavenly golden aura descends, Pervading earth, unbounded it transcends.
Everything transformed, utterly magical, A Midas touch lyrical.

Green trees now golden, Reflect sun beams like gold molten.
A fairyland of fantasy, By nature’s skilful mastery.

As dusk sets in, it pales, Into dusky amber, o’er hills and dales.
Night spreads its blanket dark, Enveloping earth, leaving its mark.

Crickets chirp long and louder, Tearing night’s silence asunder.
A memory of a moment fleeting, Full of wonder, to every soul reaching.

Rhyme Chime…
A COOL INTERLUDE

- Dr. Srilakshmi Adhyaopak
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The British Standards Institution (BSI)

1999 – LITERATURE

IG NOBEL

REF: https://www.improbable.com/ig/winners/
REF: https://spark.iop.org/british-standard-cup-tea 43

The British Standards Institution for its six-page specification (BS-
6008) of the proper way to make a cup of tea.

British Standards (BS), the national standards body which produces
a range of different technical specifications for products and services, has
produced a standard for making a cup of tea. Published in 1980, BS
6008:1980 refers to the “Method for preparation of a liquor of tea for use
in sensory tests”. The standard recommends the use of a pot of “…white
porcelain or glazed earthenware, with its edge partly serrated… and
provided with a lid”. The pot should be filled with freshly boiled water to
within 4-6 mm of the rim and the tea should be brewed for six minutes.
When preparing tea with milk, the guidance suggests tea is added to the
serving vessel after the milk, to avoid scalding the milk. Though the writers
avoid controversy by adding the caveat: “unless this procedure is contrary
to the normal practice in the organisation concerned”. The writers counsel
that, “If the milk is added afterwards, experience has shown that the best
results are obtained when the temperature of the liquor is in the range 65
to 80°C when the milk is added.”
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Nurses should be discreet about patients.

To talk of disease [in a patient] is a sort of
Arabian Nights’ entertainment to which no
discreet nurse will lend her talents.

SIR WILLIAM OSLER

REF: The Quotable OSLER: Edited by Mark E Silverman, T. Jock Murray, Charles. S Bryan

THE QUOTABLE OSLER

Do not breach privacy.

Never under any circumstances tell moving stories of
cases, never for a moment divulge what has passed
within the house of another patient, utter no word
about your past record as a nurse in connection with
cases, - nothing on any of these subjects should ever
pass your lips. .

Did You Know?

“Forty” is the only number (in
English) whose letters are in
alphabetical order

Not the most useful, sure,
but it’s sure fun to think about! Try
it with any other number. Any at all.

© istock

Ref: Reader’s Digest

©Medium
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Suture choice for cerclage

Cerclage is performed with either a monofilament or
braided suture, depending on the surgeon's preference.
In the first randomized trial comparing these two types
of sutures in 2000 patients undergoing history- or
ultrasound-indicated transvaginal cerclage, the
frequency of pregnancy loss (miscarriage and perinatal
mortality) was similar in both groups (monofilament 8.0
percent, braided 7.6 percent). The type of cerclage
(Shirodkar or MacDonald) was at the discretion of the
surgeon. These findings support the current standard of
care in which the choice of suture is based on the
surgeon's preference.

- Morton VH et al. Lancet. Oct 2022.

MEDICINE this 

MONTH

Vitamin D trials do not show benefit for COVID-19 outcomes

There is growing interest in the role of vitamin D as a facilitator
of the innate immune response during SARS-CoV-2 infection. n
a trial from Norway, in which 34,601 adults were randomly
assigned to 5 mL of cod liver oil (400 units vitamin D) or placebo
daily for six months, there was no difference in the incidence or
severity of COVID-19 during six months of follow-up. In patients
with COVID-19, vitamin D supplementation may be necessary to
meet the recommended intake or to treat deficiency; however,
doses exceeding the upper level intake with the intention of
improving COVID outcomes are not advised.

- Brunvoll SH et al. BMJ. Sept 2022.

A Bird’s Eye View….. 
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Click Here 
to Access 
Abstracts

Click Here 
to Access 
Abstracts

?Did you know? 
This study was 

Quadruple 
Blinded! Where: 

Patients, 
Care Givers, 

Investigators as 
well as outcome 

assessors are 
blinded!!
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Principal component analysis (PCA) simplifies the complexity in

high-dimensional data while retaining trends and patterns. It does this by

transforming the data into fewer dimensions, which act as summaries of

features. High-dimensional data are very common in biology and arise

when multiple features, such as expression of many genes, are measured

for each sample. This type of data presents several challenges that PCA

mitigates computational expense and an increased error rate due to

multiple test correction when testing each feature for association with an

outcome. PCA is an unsupervised learning method and is like clustering.

PCA reduces data by geometrically projecting them onto lower dimensions

called principal components (PCs), with the goal of finding the best

summary of the data using a limited number of PCs.

• The first PC is chosen to minimize the total distance between the data

and their projection onto the PC (Fig. a). By minimizing this distance,

we also maximize the variance of the projected points, σ2 (Fig. b).

• The second (and subsequent) PCs are selected similarly, with the

additional requirement that they be uncorrelated with all previous PCs.

Principal component analysis

For example, projection onto PC1 is uncorrelated with projection

onto PC2, and we can think of the PCs as geometrically orthogonal. This

requirement of no correlation means that the maximum number of PCs

possible is either the number of samples or the number of features,

whichever is smaller. The PCs are defined as a linear combination of the

data’s original variables, and in the following two-dimensional (2D)

CONTENTS
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example, PC1 = x/√2+ y/√2 (Fig. 1c). These coefficients are stored in a ‘PCA

loading matrix’, which can be interpreted as a rotation matrix that rotates

data such that the projection with greatest variance goes along the first

axis. At first glance, PC1 closely resembles the linear regression line of y

versus x or x versus y (Fig. c). However, PCA differs from linear regression

in that PCA minimizes the perpendicular distance between a data point

and the principal component, whereas linear regression minimizes the

distance between the response variable and its predicted value.

Often PCA is used to derive socioeconomic score from multiple SES

indicators in a national survey like NFHS. Kuppuswamy or Pareek scale of

SES were also derived by PCA.

Reference: Lever, J., Krzywinski, M. & Altman, N. Principal component 

analysis. Nat Methods 14, 641–642 (2017). 

https://doi.org/10.1038/nmeth.4346
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The Story of Medicine

The Hindus believed that the body contains three
elementary substances, microcosmic representatives of
the three divine universal forces, which they called spirit
(air), phlegm, and bile (comparable to the humours of the
Greeks). Health depends on the normal balance of these
three elementary substances. The seven primary
constituents of the body—blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow,
chyle, and semen—are produced by the action of the
elementary substances.

Both Charaka and Sushruta state the existence of a
large number of diseases (Sushruta says 1,120). Rough
classifications of diseases are given. In all texts, “fever,” of
which numerous types are described, is regarded as
important. Phthisis (wasting disease, especially pulmonary
tuberculosis) was apparently prevalent, and the Hindu
physicians knew the symptoms of cases likely to terminate
fatally. Smallpox was common, and it is probable that
smallpox inoculation was practiced.

Hindu physicians employed all five senses in
diagnosis. Hearing was used to distinguish the nature of
the breathing, alteration in voice, and the grinding sound
produced by the rubbing together of broken ends of
bones. They appear to have had a good clinical sense, and
their discourses on prognosis contain acute references to
symptoms that have grave import. Magical beliefs still
persisted, however, until late in the classical period; thus,
the prognosis could be affected by such fortuitous factors
as the cleanliness of the messenger sent to fetch the
physician, the nature of his conveyance, or the types of
persons the physician met on his journey to the patient.

Traditional medicine in 
India

© Yiuveda

Tri-Doshas in 
Ayurveda
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